Avian hairy gene expression identifies a molecular clock linked to vertebrate segmentation and somitogenesis.
We have identified and characterized c-hairy1, an avian homolog of the Drosophila segmentation gene, hairy. c-hairy1 is strongly expressed in the presomitic mesoderm, where its mRNA exhibits cyclic waves of expression whose temporal periodicity corresponds to the formation time of one somite (90 min). The apparent movement of these waves is due to coordinated pulses of c-hairy1 expression, not to cell displacement along the anteroposterior axis, nor to propagation of an activating signal. Rather, the rhythmic c-hairy mRNA expression is an autonomous property of the paraxial mesoderm. These results provide molecular evidence for a developmental clock linked to segmentation and somitogenesis of the paraxial mesoderm, and support the possibility that segmentation mechanisms used by invertebrates and vertebrates have been conserved.